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Introduction
This Supporting Information contains:
• A discussion of the dilute case,
• Figure regarding the lattice parameters as a function of x,
• Figures of the slabs used in the surface energy calculations,
• Details regarding the Hubbard U parameter,
• Figures of the Bader charge distribution in the slabs,
• A description of the functions used to determine the phase diagram (Fig. 10).
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For the DFT calculations, the first principles Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package 1
(VASP) code was used. For a description of DFT in general, we refer to the original papers of Kohn and Sham. 2–4 The Generalized Gradient Approximation functional by Perdew,
Burke and Ernzerhof 5,6 (GGA-PBE) was used within the projected augmented wave (PAW)
method. 7 A cut-off energy of 600 eV was used for the wavefunctions, and a cut-off of 900 eV
for the augmentation charges. A Hubbard U correction of was used to better describe Zn 3d
electrons.

The dilute case
To asses the reliability of our calculation, we first consider the dilute case of ZnO-MgO
mixing. A dilute amount of Mg in ZnO does not produce large differences in the WZ
structure. Upon replacing one of the 54 Zn atoms in the WZ ZnO supercell with Mg, the
lattice parameter a increases only slightly, 0.027%, while the c lattice parameter decreases
by 0.02%. Changes in the positions of the atoms are minimal as well: displacements of the
nearest O and Zn atoms are only 0.006 Å. A similar effect can be seen for a Zn atom in RS
MgO. The lattice parameters a and c increase 0.007% and 0.016% respectively. The nearest
O atoms relax 0.018 Å away from the Zn atom, while the nearest Mg atoms relax 0.004 Å
towards the Zn atom.
In Fig. S1 the densities of states are shown for pure ZnO and for ZnO with a single Mg
defect. The density of states for ZnO does not seem to be affected much by the single Mg
atom. In fact, the Mg atom donates most of its electrons to the O states, such that the
projected density of states of the Mg atom is so small that it can not be seen in the Fig. S1.
The difference between pure MgO and MgO with a single Zn defect (Fig. S2) is clearer, since
the Zn 3d states are prominently visible, but also in this case the effects on the band gap
appear negligible.
To estimate the effects of the ordering of the atoms in the supercells, ∆E was determined
for ZnO supercells, where two Zn atoms were replaced with Mg atoms, both for the case
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Figure S1: Projected DOS plots for pure ZnO (Top), ZnO with one Mg defect (Bottom).

Figure S2: Projected DOS plots for pure MgO (Top) and MgO with a Zn defect (Bottom).
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where the distance between the Mg atoms was minimal and the case where it was maximal.
The results shown in Table S1 indicate that differences are less than 1 meV per formula unit,
which is not significant. From this we conclude that the energy for a particular configuration
will likely be representative for all configurations with the same value of x.
Table S1: A comparison of formation energies of nearby and distant Mg atoms in ZnO
supercell (i.e. x = 2/54, 2 Mg atoms, 52 Zn atoms and 54 O atoms), and vice versa.

RS
RS
WZ
WZ

Mg2 Zn52 O54
Mg52 Zn2 O54
Mg2 Zn52 O54
Mg52 Zn2 O54

∆Efar
(meV)
268.3
8.7
4.0
129.9

∆Eclose
(meV)
268.2
8.3
3.8
129.5

∆∆E
(meV)
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4

Lattice constants as a function of x
In our calculations, hexagonal supercells were used, for all three crystal structures RS, WZ,
and ZB. For RS and ZB, the hexagonal lattice parameters are related to the cubic lattcie
√
3acub . In Figure S3 the lattice parameters
and
(ideally)
c
=
parameters via ahex = a√cub
hex
2
a,c and their ratio c/a of Mgx Zn1−x O as a function of the composition x are shown. With
increasing x, rock salt only shows a slight decrease (less than 1%) of both a and c, keeping
the c/a ratio more or less constant (close to the ideal ratio for face centered cubic (FCC)
√
hexagonal cells 32 ac = 23 6 ≈ 1.633). For ZB, both a and c increase, and also for this phase
the ratio c/a remains close to ideal. The wurtzite phase on the other hand, displays an
increase of a, and a decrease of c, which changes the c/a ratio from 1.61 (ZnO) to 1.54
(MgO).

The slabs used for the surface energy calculations
The slabs used for the surface energy calculations are shown in figures S4 and S5. Also
shown in Fig. S5 is the cell used in calculating the RS (001) Mg-ZnO interface energy.
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Figure S3: Lattice parameters a, c (ahex and 32 chex for bulk RS and bulk ZB phases, for
comparison), and their ratio ac as a function of x.
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Figure S4: The wurtzite slabs used in the surface calculations. Different T’s denote different terminations. Slabs Ti not shown are equivalent to Ti−1 with Zn(Mg) and O -atoms
interchanged.
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Figure S5: The rock salt slabs used in the surface calculations. Different T’s denote different
terminations. The cell labeled I is the rock salt (001) interface.
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Hubbard U
Before applying the Hubbard U correction to the supercells, its effects on the ZnO unit
cell must be studied. In order to find the optimum U parameter for ZnO, a scan over U values was done for the wurzite unit cell. Lattice parameters, the position of the d-bands
and the band-gap as a function of U are shown in Figures S6 and S7. Since the Hubbard
U correction was introduced to push the d-bands down, a value of U should be chosen
such that the position of the d-bands with respect to the valence band maximum (VBM)
is in agreement with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) experiments. 8–16 The more recent measurements place the d-bands at
7.5 to 8.0 eV below the valence band maximum (VBM). Figure S7b shows that the DFT+U
calculations obtain the correct position of the d-bands when U = 5.0, and thus, this value
was used for the Zn 3d electrons in all of the present calculations.
In figure S8 the dependence of the density of states on the parameter U can be seen. The
d-bands move down with increasing U and the band gap widens.
In Figures S9 and S10 the densities of states of the wurtzite and rock salt structures are
plotted. The formation of the d-bands as x decreases can be clearly seen.

Bader Charge Distribution
In Figure S11 the Bader charges of the atoms of the slab as a function of the vertical
coordinate are shown. The (unfavorable) (0001)T3 surface shows a considerable amount of
charge redistribution: -0.8e (compared to bulk) is transfered from the terminating oxygen
atom to the terminating Zn atom. For the (0001)T4 surface a similar but smaller (-0.2e) effect
is observed. This charge redistribution can reduce the dipole moment and therefore lower
the energy of the surface. Of course, these results are for crystals in vacuum and strong
surface tension and/or dielectric effects of a liquid phase may alter the results significantly.
In figures S12 through S17 the charges on the atoms of the various surface slabs are
plotted as a function of the vertical coordinate z.
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Figure S6: Lattice parameters a and c and their ratio as a function of the Hubbard U -value.
Dashed horizontal lines indicate experimental values.

(a)

(b)

Figure S7: (a) Bandgap Egap and (b) the position Ed−bands of the d-bands relative to the
valence band maximum as a function of the Hubbard U correction U . Horizontal lines are
experimental values found in the literature. 8–12,14–21
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Figure S8: DOS plots for different values of U.
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Figure S9: The density of states of wurtzite Mgx Zn1−x O for several values of x.
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Figure S10: The density of states of rock salt Mgx Zn1−x O for several values of x.
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Figure S11: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms in the wurtzite (0001̄) slabs as
a function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.

Total energies of the particles
To obtain the phase diagram shown in Fig. 10 in the main text, the following expressions
were used: For the ZnO terminated Mgx Zn1−x O mixed phases, the total energy per formula
unit as a function of composition x, size N (number of formula units) and temperature T is
given by:

φ
EB+S
(x, N, T )

=

EBφ (x)

− T sconf (x) +

φ
φ
min(1, ξ)ES,ZnO
+ max(0, 1 − ξ)ES,MgO
1

N3

,

(1)

where φ = RS, WZ, ZB, EBφ (x) is the bulk energy per formula unit, s(x) is the configurational
entropy per formula unit. The correction factor x is introduced to account for the possibility
φ
that there may not be enough Zn in the particle to cover the surface, and ES,i
(with i =
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Figure S12: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms of the wurzite ZnO slabs as a
function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.
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Figure S13: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms of the rock salt ZnO slabs as
a function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.
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Figure S14: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms of the zinc blend ZnO slabs as
a function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.
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Figure S15: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms of the wurzite MgO slabs as a
function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.
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Figure S16: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms of the rock salt MgO slabs as
a function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.
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Figure S17: Absolute value of the Bader charge of the atoms of the zinc blend MgO slabs as
a function of the vertical coordinate of the atoms.
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MgO, ZnO) is the rescaled surface energy:

ξ=

(1 − x)N
(xcφMgO

1

+ (1 − x)cφZnO )(N 3 − 1)2

,

(2)

Psurfaces φ

φ
ES,i

=

γi,j Aj φ
ci ,
Aj

j

(3)

Psurfaces
j

φ
where γi,j
is the (lowest) surface energy of a surface j, and Aj the the surface area of that
2/3

particular surface, and cφi = Atot /Vtot is a morphology dependent constant (c = 6 for cubes
1

WZ
(RS), c = 6 · 2− 6 ≈ 5.345 for rhombic dodecahedra (ZB), and cWZ
MgO ≈ 5.417, cZnO ≈ 5.783).

According to the bulk calculations the Mgx Zn1−x O mixed phases are only stable when x
is near 0 or 1, otherwise the system will phase separate. We therefore also compare with the
energy of a system of phase separated particles of size N :

E Ph.Sep. (x, N, T ) =









































EBWZ (x) − T sconf (x) +

WZ
WZ
xES,MgO
+(1−x)ES,ZnO
1

N3

x < xWZ
max

h

RS
y EBRS (xRS
min ) − T sconf (xmin )+

i
RS
RS
RS
xRS
min ES,MgO +(1−xmin )ES,ZnO

+

1

N3

h

(1 − y)

EBWZ (xWZ
max )

−

T sconf (xWZ
max )+

RS
xWZ
max < x < xmin , (4)

i
WZ
WZ
WZ
xWZ
max ES,MgO +(1−xmax )ES,ZnO
1

N3
RS
RS
xES,MgO
+(1−x)ES,ZnO

EBRS (x) − T sconf (x) +

1

N3

xRS
min < x

RS
where xWZ
max (T ) and xmin (T ) are the maximal value for which bulk WZ Mgx Zn1−x O is stable

and the minimal value for which bulk RS Mgx Zn1−x O is stable, respectively, i.e. the boundRS
WZ
aries in Fig. 3 in the main text. The fraction of RS particles y = (x − xWZ
max )/(xmin − xmax )

is such that the total fraction of Mg atoms is x.
The last configuration we consider is a core-shell particle, with a MgO-rich core, a ZnOrich shell and a fully ZnO terminated surface, if possible. We will assume that the composiWZ
tions of core and shell are xRS
min and xmax respectively, even though here both phases are rock
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salt. We have used the following formula:

E

CS

(x, N, T ) =
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RS
y EBRS (xRS
min ) − T sconf (xmin ) +

i

h

WZ
+(1 − y) EBWZ (xWZ
max ) − T sconf (xmax ) +

+
+

RS
RS
min(1,ξ)ES,ZnO
+max(0,1−ξ)ES,MgO

RS
xWZ
max < x < xmin

1

,

N3
2
Einterface max(0,y) 3
1

N3

EBRS (x) − T sconf (x) +

RS
RS
min(1,ξ)ES,ZnO
+max(0,1−ξ)ES,MgO
1

N3

otherwise
(5)

where Einterface = γinterface Acore with γinterface interface energy obtained in the calculation of
the RS (100) MgO - RS (100) ZnO interface described in the main text, and Acore the surface
area of the core.
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